Modulation of the sympathetic nerve action on carbohydrate and ketone body metabolism by fatty acids, glucagon und insulin in perfused rat liver.
Rat liver was perfused in situ via the portal vein without recirculation: 1) Nerve stimulation (20 Hz, 2 ms, 20 V) increased glucose output and shifted lactate uptake to output; the alterations were diminished by oleate but not octanoate. 2) Glucagon (1nM) stimulated glucose output maximally also in the presence of the fatty acids, so that nerve stimulation could not increase it further. The hormone also enhanced lactate uptake and nerve stimulation counteracted this effect. The counteraction was diminished by oleate but not octanoate. 3) Insulin (100nM) slightly lowered glucose output and had no effect on lactate balance. It antagonized the increase of glucose output by nerve stimulation, but left the shift of lactate uptake to release unaffected. These events were not influenced by the fatty acids. 4) Nerve stimulation decreased ketone body production from oleate and octanoate. 5) Glucagon increased ketogenesis from oleate, but not octanoate. In the presence of glucagon nerve stimulation also lowered ketogenesis. This decrease was diminished in the presence of oleate. 6) Insulin lowered ketogenesis from oleate but not octanoate. In the presence of insulin nerve stimulation decreased ketogenesis; the relative change was independent of the fatty acids. The complex interactions between fatty acids, glucagon and insulin in the modulation of sympathetic nerve actions can be summarized as follows: Oleate, which enters the mitochondria via the carnitine system, but not octanoate, which enters independently from this system, as well as insulin but not glucagon effectively modulated the nerve actions on carbohydrate metabolism. Glucagon but not insulin modulated the nerve effects on ketogenesis from oleate but not octanoate. The regulatory interactions between substrates, hormones and nerves can best be explained on the basis of the model of metabolic zonation.